Bellus3D Face Scanning
For Dental Applications

We put the face on smile design

www.bellus3d .com

Bellus3D Dental Pro

Putting a face on your digital dentistry workflow
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The final aligned face scans can be
exported in .obj, .ply, or .stl formats
or imported into dental design
software for immediate use. Dental
Pro is compatible with a variety of
dental solutions such as exocad,
3Shape, Itero, Carestream, Dental
Wings, Dolphin Imaging, i-CAT and
OnDemand3D. Accelerate high-value
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case acceptance & clinician approval

 Fast, accurate cost-effective 3D face scanning in seconds
Platforms
 Easy collaboration between laboratories, specialists and dentists
Works with 3Shape, exocad and other digital dental software
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Apple alignment,
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X usescutout,
the built- teeth library, aesthetic guides and more
 One
in TrueDepth Camera of these devices to scan and reproduce a
user’s 3D face in under 15 seconds.

CAPTURE PLATFORMS

Bellus 3D iOS

Bellus3D ARC

Bellus3D Dental Pro for Apple
iPad Pro and iPhone X uses the
built-in TrueDepth Camera to
scan and reproduce a face in
seconds.
 Apple iPad Pro 11” or 12.9” (with TrueDepth Camera)

Bellus3D ARC is a revolutionary
multi-camera 3D face scanning
solution that captures professional grade, full 3D face scans
with the click of a single button
in seconds. ARC is available in 1,
4 or 7 camera configurations
and provides near instant capture with no moving parts and
requires no movement by the subject.



Apple iPhone X+ (with TrueDepth Camera)

• Apple iPad Pro
11” or 12.9”
(withPro
TrueDepth
Camera)
Bellus3D
Dental
for Windows
• Apple iPhone X or later (with TrueDepth Camera)

The Bellus3D Dental Pro for Windows is a solution for those that
prefer a Windows platform. The package includes a Bellus3D Face
Camera Pro.
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